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Let I be a prime number. Let K be an elementary abelian I-extension over Q, 6? 
the maximal central extension of Kin the narrow sense, and R the maximal abelian 
extension over Q in &. In this paper, studying relations between the group of 
Dirichlet characters associated with K and the character group of Gal(@), we 
shall consider when I? is the composite of the maximal central extensions, in the 
narrow sense, of all bicyclic fields in K. We shall also construct R explicitly in the 
case where [K: Q] = 4 or 8 with I= 2. 10 1990 Academc Press, Inc. 
Let K/F be any Galois extension of (finite) algebraic number fields. An 
algebraic extension L over K is called a central extension of K/F if L/F is 
a Galois extension and if Gal(L/K) is contained in the center of Gal( L/F). 
When F = Q, we denote by R the maximal central extension of K/Q 
unramified over K in the narrow sense. 
Let 1 be a fixed prime number and n a fixed natural number >2. In what 
follows, we assume K to be an elementary abelian extension over Q of 
degree 1”, i.e., an abelian extension over Q with Galois group isomorphic 
to (Z/M)“. We denote by R the genus field of K in the narrow sense. 
Obviously, Gal(K/Q) forms a vector space over the finite field IF, with I 
elements, ZjlZ being considered the additive group of [F,. In the first part 
of the present paper, we shall define a natural imbedding of the character 
group of Gal(@I) into the dual space of the exterior square of Gal(K/Q) 
and study some properties of the imbedding, in order to obtain a necessary 
and suffkient condition for I? to be the composite field of k for all bicyclic 
subfields k of K. For instance, it follows that the condition is satisfied when 
[K: Q] = 13. A few examples for which the condition is not satisfied will be 
also given. On the other hand, we have determined in the previous paper 
[7] the group structure of Gal(ftlQ) for any bicyclic field k of degree I’. 
The second purpose of the present paper is to describe k explicitly in case 
I = 2, by giving a primitive element of k over the maximal abelian extension 
over Q in 8. This description enables us to construct I? explicitly for any 
elementary abelian 2-extension K over Q of degree ~2~. 
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We first prepare some notations. The dual space of each vector space V 
over IF, will be denoted by V* : V* = Hom,,( V, F,). We put G = Gal(K/Q) 
for simplicity. As already mentioned, G can be considered a vector space 
over IFI of dimension n and each subgroup of G becomes a subspace of G. 
For any subgroup D of G, we let D’ denote the annihilator of D in 
G*: D’ = {x E G* 1 x(d) = 0 for all de D}. We also let, for any subgroup d 
of the exterior square GA G, d’= {xE(G A G)*l~(6)=0 for all 6~d). 
Let E denote the Hilbert class field of K in the narrow sense; E is a Galois 
extension over Q. Put 
93 = Gal( &Q), 2 = Gal( g/K), 
so that &’ 4 4, Gal(E/@ = [a, 3’1 Q Gal(&fi) = [Y, S], Gal(k/R)g 
[S, %]/[S, &‘I. We see from g/Z E G that &’ contains [9?, S] and that 
cs, WP~ 21 is an elementary abelian I-group, i.e., a vector space over 
[F,. Since the correspondence 
(af, L%?)Hm(T-lT-l[~, Jf], 6, ,EGJ 
defines a skew symmetric bilinear map from S/X x$/X- onto 
[3, S]/[S, Z], we obtain a linear map p from G A G onto Gal(K,R), a 
vector space over IF,, such that 
p((cT1I-c) A (Tpq)=(azo-lz-l))k, 0, TE%. 
For each intermediate field L of @I, we put 
X, = Gal(L/R)*. 
We can then consider each 3, to be a subspace of It= Gal(@)*. Let p* 
denote the injective linear map from XR into (G A G)* induced by p : 
Putting X,= Gal(F/Q)* for each intermediate field F of K/Q, we identify 
X, with the group of Dirichlet characters’ corresponding to F in the 
obvious manner. Of course, X, becomes a subspace of G* = X,. For each 
prime number p, let D(p) denote the decomposition group of p for K/Q. 
Let P be the set of prime numbers p satisfying ) D(p)1 > I*. Note here that, 
for each p E P, 1 D(p)1 = I2 or I D(p)1 = 23 with p = I= 2. We denote by r the 
linear isomorphism from G* A G* onto (G A G)* such that 
(l(X A Ic/))(g A h) =X(g) ti(h) -X(h) !b) 
for x, $EG* and g, LEG. 
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THEOREM 1. The image of p* is the intersection of the annihilators of 
D(p) A D(p) in (GA G)*for allpEP: 
P*(x,)= f-j (D(P) A D(P))+ 
PEP 
For any bicyclic subfield k of K, k is not an abelian extension over Q (namely 
k does not coincide with the genus field of k in the narrow sense) zf and only 
if t(X, A X,) lies in p*(Xk). Moreover, in this case, 
To prove Theorem 1, we use the following two results; the former is due 
to Tate [ 111 and connected with the Hasse norm principle while the latter 
can be obtained by modifying the proofs of Furuta [2,3] (see also [4>). 
TATE'S THEOREM. Let LJF be a Galois extension of algebraic number 
fields. With v varying through all primes of F, let D, be a decomposition 
group for LJF of a prime lying above v, Car, the corestriction map 
HAD,, h) -+ H2(Gal(LIJ’), 0, and f the homomorphism 0, H,(D,,, Z) + 
H,(Gal(L/F), Z) defined by 
Then 
f (~r,)=~C%z,, z&WL~). 
” ” 
Cokerfr(F” nN,,,J,)/N,,,L”, 
where J, is the idele group of L. 
FURUTA'S FORMULA. Let LfF be a Galois extension of algebraic number 
fields, L, the maximal central extension of L over F which is unramified in 
the narrow sense over L, and 2!F the genus field of L over F in the narrow 
sense. Then 
(Fx n N,,J, : N,,L x 1 
lLF’ eF’= (E,n N,,,Ut 1 E,n N,,FUt n N,,,L” ) 
Here EF is the unit group of F and Ut is the unit ideles in JL whose 
components for real archimedean primes are all positive. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let p be any prime number in P and Z the decom- 
position field of p in K, D(p) = Gal(K/Z). Applying Tate’s theorem for 
K/Z, we have 
K” n N,,J,= N,,K”. 
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Put 9 = Gal(K/Z), so that [g, s] is the subgroup of 3 = Gal(@Q) 
corresponding to the maximal central extension in k of K/Z and [$3, $21 
is the subgroup of ‘23 corresponding to the genus field of K/Z in the narrow 
sense. Furuta’s formula then implies that 
(C% 91: [% 21) 6 1. 
Therefore [22, ?2] = [?2, ~2’1 c [?J, 21, which means p(D(p) A D(p)) = 1. 
Thus we obtain 
Ker P 2 (D(P) * WP)),,,. 
On the other hand, since each D(p) A D(p), p E P, is the image of the 
corestriction map H,(D(p), Z) + H,(G, Z) = G A G, it follows again from 
Tate’s theorem that 
(G * G: (D(P) AWP)),,,)=(Q” nNK,,JK:NK,,K”). 
This combined with Furuta’s formula for K/Q shows 
(G A G : (D(p) A D(P)),,~) = [R: 8-J = (G A G : Ker p). 
Consequently 
Ker p = (D(P) A D(P)),,~, i.e., P*vd = n (D(P) * D(P))+ 
FEP 
This is the first assertion of the theorem. 
Now, let k be a bicyclic subfield of K and f the genus field of k in the 
narrow sense. We take a basis {K, t,k} of X, over 5,. Since 
Gal(k/Q) E (Z/IZ)2 and [k: f] = (Q x n Nk,, Jlt: N,,,k x ), Tate’s theorem 
says that k is not abelian over Q if and only if every p E P is decomposed 
in k, namely, X, n D(p)* # { 0}, p E P. Furthermore, it follows from the fact 
X, A X, = (x A t,k) that the conditions X, n D(p)’ # {0), x A q? E 
(X, n D(p)l) A X,, and r(~ A t,k) E (D(p) A D(p))’ are equivalent for each 
PEP. The second assertion of the theorem therefore follows from the first 
one. 
Finally, assume that k#f, i.e., z(X, A X,) cp*(3Eg). Let L be the maxi- 
mal central extension in K of k over Q. As Gal(k/Q) z (Z/IZ)2, L coincides 
with R or becomes a cyclic extension of degree 1 over fi (cf. [i]). Similarly, 
by the above hypothesis, we have [k : f] = 1, whence [Bk : R] = 1. There- 
fore, noting that L I> Rk, we have L = Rk. This implies that Gal(@fik) is 
the image of [S, Gal(&k)]/[Q,%‘] under the natural isomorphism 
[S, 23]/[Y, SE” ] 3 Gal(@R). Moreover, since X, annihilates Gal(K/k), 
(4~ * J/))((alK) * (7IK))=O for 0 E 8,7 E Gal(@k). 
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We also obtain from r(x A $) E a* that I(X A rl/) = y 0 p for some y E 3~. 
Hence this y annihilates Gal(@R&), i.e., z(x A $) belongs to p*(X,,). The 
last assertion 1(X, A X,) = ~*(3,~) now follows from the fact that X,, is a 
cyclic group of order 1. 
COROLLARY 1. Letk 1, . . . . k, be bicyclic extensions over Q contained in K 
and, for each ie { 1, . . . . s], let {Xi, tii] be a basis of Xk8 over Ft. If all 
t(xi A I(li) lie in p*(Xk) and if the subset {xi A $i(i= 1, ,.., sj of G* A G* is 
linearly independent over F,, then the fields R n{:: ki and Rkj are linearly 
disjoint ooer 53 for every je { 1, . . . . s}. 
Proof Let jE { 1, . . . . s> and let L be the composite field of 53kj, 
iE (1, . . . . j- 1). Since p* is injectioe, 
P*txJ f-l P*t%&,) = PWL n %c,). 
On the other hand, it follows from Theorem 1 that 
P*(X,)n P*(~,I;,) = (h A $i)I i= 1, .-, i) n (l(Xj A $‘j)>. 
However, if {xi A J/j 1 i = 1, . . . . S} is linearly independent, then the right 
hand side of the above vanishes, so that X, n 3ZRE, is trivial. This means 
LnRlt,=A. 
COROLLARY 2. The composite nk k for all bicyclic subfields k of K coin- 
cides with I? tfand only zf npf p (D(p) A D(p))’ is generated by elements of 
(G A G)* in the form t(x A $) with x, II/ E G*. 
Proof For simplicity, we write 52 for the above J& ft. Let 3J be the 
family of bicyclic subfields k of K with R non-abelian over Q. Since R is the 
composite of the genus fields in the narrow sense of all bicyclic fields in K, 
we then have 
Theorem 1 therefore tells us that 
P*&)= <f(xk h xk))k.S 
and further that Corollary 2 follows from this. 
For the sake of convenience, we denote by 1 the dimension of 
V(P) A WP)& over IF,: 
i=dim,, <D(P) A D(p)),,,. 
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The following result might be interesting also from a viewpoint of the 
Hasse norm principle. 
PROPOSITION 1. Both G&(l?/fi) and (Cl x n N,/, JK)/NKIQK x are 
elementary abelian l-groups of rank (z) - A. 
Proo$ It follows immediately from Tate’s theorem for K/Q that 
(Q x n N,,J,)/N,,K” z (Z/lZ)(;‘-: 
On the other hand, it follows from Theorem 1 that 
Gal(k/S) % n (D(p) A D(p))’ 2 (Z//Z)(;)-” 
PEP 
as abelian groups. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let p1,p2,p3,p4, p5 be distinct primes s 1 (mod 4) and 
ql, q2, q3 distinct primes = - 1 (mod 4) with the following conditions: 
(&)=I, ~j=~j=(~j=(~j=(~j=-1, 
(~j~(~j=pj=1, (z&j-1, 
(Ejd, (z$j+%j4, (j.aj=l, (I.%)=-1, 
(jy)=l, ($j+ej-1. 
For instance, we may put p1 = 5, p2 = 13, p3 = 37, p4 = 269, p5 = 41, q1 = 31, 
q2 = 71, q3 = 499. Now, assuming I= 2, let K= Q(&, &, ,/& A), 
where d, = p1p2, 4 = p3( -cd, d3 = p4( -q2h and d4 = pd-q3). For 
each i E { 1, 2, 3, 4}, let gi denote the non-trivial element of 
Gal(K/Q(&I 1 <j,< 4, j# i)). Then we can easily see that D(p,) = 
ml)= (g1, g2), mP2)=D(q2)= (g,,g,h Wp,)= (gz,g4), WpJ= 
D(q3) = <glg3, g4), D(P,) = <g2g4, g3). Therefore, it fdows that 
p = {ply p2, p3, ~4, ps, ql, q2, q3} and that <D(P) * D(P)>,,~ = 
(Sl *g2,gi *g,,g,*g4,glg3*g4,g2g4*g3).Let {&dxw}~ 
the dual basis of G* with respect to (gr , g2, g,, g4}: each gF(gi) equals 1 
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or 0 in 5, according as i = j or i # j. Then r(g: A g: + g: A gf + 
g3* A g:)E f--lPSP (D(p) A D(p))‘-. Since I = 5, we have 
dim,, n W(P) A WNi = l 
0 
-S=l, 
PEP 
so that 
n (wp) A D(P))~ = m: A&‘:+& Ag:+g: “b’4*)). 
PEP 
In particular, npep VU) A D(P)) I is not generated by any element of 
(G A G)* in the form r(x A I/I); x E G*, $ E G*. Hence, by Corollary 2, K is 
not the composite of f for all bicyclic subfields k of K. In fact, we can also 
show that, for any bicyclic subfield k of K, l coincides with its genus field 
in the narrow sense, whence l’Jk E = R; but, on the other hand, Proposi- 
tion 1 implies [R: A] = 2. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let pl, . . . . ps be eight distinct prime numbers - 1 (mod 4) 
satisfying the following conditions: 
(~)+J=(Et)+L)=(~)=l, ($1. 
(~)=(~)+.?)+L)=1, (c&-l; 
($($I, (;)=(;)=-1, 
(;)a, (t-J=($-1, ($1, ($(;)=-1, 
(E&p.)=-1, ($1. 
For instance, we may put p, = 5, pz =29, p,= 109, p4=281, ps= 173, 
p6= 17, p,=401, p,=601. Assume 1=2 and let K=Q(&, &, ,/ST, 
J’&h where di=piPi+4 for each iE { 1,2, 3,4}. As in Example 1, let each 
gi, 1 d id 4, denote the non-trivial element of Gal(K/Q(& 11 <j < 4, 
j # i)), so that ( g, , g,, g,, g, 1 becomes a basis of G; let ( g:, g:, g:, g$ ) 
be the dual basis of G* with respect to {g,, g,, g,, g4). Then we can show 
that I = 4 and that rips p (D(p) A D(p))’ is generated by two elements 
r(g: A g:) and f(gz A g3+ +g: A g$ +g: A gz). Therefore, also in this 
case, npeP (D(p) A D(p))’ is not generated by elements of (G A G)* in the 
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form z(x A $); x E G*, + E G*. Hence & is not the composite nk k for all 
bicyclic subfields k of K Moreover, if we put kl = Q(&, A), then we 
see that l’Jk f; = RfZ,, [sif, : S] = 2, and p*(XR6,) = (l( g: A 8:)). 
Next, we consider the case when R is the composite of L for all bicyclic 
sublields k of K. 
THEOREM 2. Zf A < 3 or A= (;), then R coincides with the composite of & 
for all bicyclic subfields k of K. 
Proof: For simplicity, we put A= (D(p) A D(p)),,,. According to 
Corollary 2, it is sufficient to show that the annihilator dL of d in 
(G A G)* is generated by elements of (G A G)* in the form z(x A $) with 
x, ~9 E G*. This holds obviously when 1= 0 or (,“). 
In general, for each basis (gl, g,, . . . . g,} of G, we let {g:, gf, . . . . g,*} 
denote the dual basis of G* with respect to (g,, g,, . . . . g,,}; namely, 
g,*(gj) = 1 or 0 according as i=j or i#j, for i, Jo (1, . . . . n}. If 1= 1 so that 
d = D(p) A D(p) for some PEP with 1 D(p)1 = 12, then we can choose a 
basis (gl, g2, . . . . g,,} of G satisfying D(p) = ( g, , g, ) and hence we have, 
byA=(g, A&), 
AL = (z(gT A g:) ( 1 <i<j<n, (i,j) # (1,2)). 
Next, assume that ,J = 2. Then there exist distinct primes pl, p2 in P such 
that A = <D(P,) A D(P,), D(P,) A D(P,)) and ID( = ID( =I’. We 
can therefore choose a basis (gr , g,, . . . . g,> of G satisfying D(pl) = 
(g1,g2) and D(p,)= (g2,g3) or (g3,g4). It is now easy to see that 
d’=(z(gr r\gi*)l l<i<j<n;(i,j)#(l,2),(2,3)) 
= (z(gr h gi*) ( 1 <i<j<n; (i,j)#(l, 2), (3,4)). 
Finally we assume that A = 3. If A = (D(2) A D(2)) with 
or 
I D(2 )I =23, 
then we can choose a basis of G containing a basis of D(2), whence the 
theorem is proved similarly as above. Thus it remains to consider the 
case where A = (D(P,) A D(P,), D(p2) A D(P~), D(PJ) A D(P,)) with 
ID( = ID( = ID( =I’. Let 
C= (D(P,), D(pz)>nD(p,). 
If C = { 1 }, then it is clear that there exists a basis of G containing bases 
of D(pl), D(p,), and D(p,), so that the theorem is easily proved. Assume 
now that C z Z/E. In this case, we can take a basis (g, , . . . . g, > of G for 
which Dh)= (gl,g2), D(p2)= (gs,gs+l) with s=2 or 3, and Dh)= 
<&+29 h) with a generator h of C. Hence we may understand that there 
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exist a,, u2, as, a4 in IFI satisfying h =gy1g”,*g’j3g”,4, where a4=0 if s = 2. 
Moreover, a, # 0 holds for some TV { 1,2,3,4}. We then see without 
difficulty that A’ is generated by the union of 
{z(gT r\g,*)Il<i<j<n; 
and 
{z((g,*-a,a,‘gP)Ag,*+*)I l<u<4,u#t}. 
We assume last C= D(p,), taking a basis {g,, . . . . gnj of G such that 
D(p,)=(g,,g,) and D(p,)=(g,,g,+,) with s=2 or 3. Here, if s=2, 
then A = (g, A g,, g, A g,, g, A g3) whence we are done. Now let s = 3. 
Since C=D(p,) means D(ps)c (D(p,), D(p,)), we may further assume 
that 
WP,) = <NJ,)> WP3) >7 W2) = (WP3)3 WI)). 
Then, replacing g, , g,, g,, g, if necessary, we can take (gig,, g,g,} as a 
basis of D(p,). Since A= (gl A g,,g, A g,,g, A g,-gg, A g3), it follows 
that Ai is generated by z(( g: +g:) A (& + 8)) and the elements of 
(z(g* r\g,*)J l<ii<j<n;(i,j)#(L2), (3,4),(1,4), (293)) 
Thus Theorem 2 is completely proved. 
COROLLARY 3. Assume that n= 3, namely, [K: O] =f3 or that any 
prime number ramified in K is of degree 1 for K/Q. Then R= nk I$, where 
k ranges over all bicyclic subfields of K. 
Proof. Since the hypothesis implies id 3, the above assertion follows 
immediately from Theorem 2. 
Remark. It is already seen in Examples 1 and 2 that both when A = 4 
and when A = (;) - 1 with n = 4, R is not always the composite of R for all 
bicyclic fields k in K (as to the case I> 2, see [ 123). 
2 
In this section, we let I = 2. Let k be any bicyclic subfield of K and f the 
genus field of k in the narrow sense. We shall find a primitive element of 
f over I. To do this, we may assume that l# I, i.e., [k : I] = 2. It follows 
that there are square-free integers d,, d,, d3 relatively prime in pairs with 
d, 5 d3 = 1 (mod 4), d, # 1, d2 # 1, and k = Q(JdT-;i;, ,/&&); otherwise 2 
must be fully ramified in k, whence the contradiction & = f follows. 
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Now, since k # I, there exists a Galois extension M over k in f for which 
Gal(M/Q) is isomorphic to the dihedral group D8 of order 8 or the group 
r,(16, b) of order 16 generated by three elements a, p, y with the relations 
a4=d-lg-lap=cr-‘y-‘ay= 1, c&p2=+p-ypy 
(see Theorem 1 of [7]). Note here that each intermediate field of &k 
becomes a Galois extension over Q. If Gal(M/Q) E D8, then for some 
quadratic subfield ki of k, k is unramified and M is cyclic of degree 4 
over k, so that d3 = 1 and dl or d, is positive. Assume next that 
Gal(M/Q) 2 r2( 16, b). Since the center of Gal(M/CI) is Gal(M/k) E Z/4Z, 
there exists a unique quaternion subgroup Q, of Gal(M/CI) of order 8 
containing the subgroup of Gal(M/k) of order 2. Let k, be the qua- 
dratic subfield of M such that Gal( M/k,) z Qs. We then see that M/k2 is 
unramified in the narrow sense. Therefore we have k, = Q(,/m) and 
M 3 Q(Jd,, A, Jd,) r> k. These imply that at least two of dl, d2, d3 are 
positive. 
Thus the simultaneous equations 
dlxi-d2x:=d,a, xi - d,xi = a, d,x:-xi=a 
with variables xi, x2, x3, x4, x5, xs are solvable in the real number field, 
where a is an integer such that Ial is a prime number, ad, > 0, ar - 1 
(mod 1 d, ) ), and a _= 1 (mod 4 1 d2 I). Furthermore, since all prime numbers 
ramified in k are also decomposed in k (cf. Theorem 1 of [7]), it follows 
from the Hasse norm principle and from properties of the Hilbert symbol 
that the above equations have rational solutions. Therefore we can take 
integers U, u, w, x, y, z satisfying 
d,x2 -d2 y2 =d3(v2 -d2u2) = d3(d,z2 - w”) #O. (1) 
Let s, t, r be the rational numbers defined by 
and let m be the least natural number such that ms, mt, mr E Z. We put 
t, =m(s+x&+ y A+ t &Jd,)fgcd(ms, mx, my, mt), 
t2 = m(s + x Jd7 + u& + z Jd, &)lgcd(ms, mx, mu, mz), 
l3 = m(s + w Jd3 + r ,,/& + z Jd3 Jd,)/gcd(ms, mw, mr, mz), 
t4 = m(s + y ,,& + w ,,h& + u Jdz $&Wms, my, mw, mu). 
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We define < as follows: in case d, = 1 (mod 4), let 
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5=5, if ms-mx~ 1 (mod2) 
tJ=5* if ms-mxzl (mod2) 
5=43 if ms-mx=O(mod2) 
l= 54 if ms-mx=O(mod2) 
In case d2 E - 1 (mod 4), let 
5=51 if ms z 1 (mod 2) 
l=52 if ms E 0 (mod 2) 
5=53 if ms s 0 (mod 2) 
<=54 if ms s 1 (mod 2) 
In case d, E 2 (mod 4), let 
and 
and 
and 
and 
and 
and 
and 
and 
if my-mtzO(mod2), 
if my-mt 3 1 (mod 2), 
if mx-myEO(mod2), 
if mx-mmyr 1 (mod2). 
if mx s 0 (mod 2), 
if mx-mvrO(mod2), 
if mx-mvrl (mod2), 
if mx z 1 (mod 2). 
5=5, if ms-mx= 1 (mod2), 
5=52 if ms - mx = 0 (mod 2). 
PROPOSITION 2. In k(A), 5 or -5 is congruent to a square modulo 4. 
Put tk = 5 or - 5 according as 5 is congruent or not to a square module 4 
in k(A). Then k = I(,/&). 
Proof. By the definition of <, simple calculations show that r or - < is 
congruent to a square modulo 4 in k(A). We also have, by (1) and (2), 
(s + x A)’ = ( y + t ,,@)’ d2 + (v + z A)” d3, 
.(s + y J;I;)’ = (x + t ,,/&)’ d, + (w + u ,,,&)’ d,, 
(s + w Jd,)2 = (r + z A)’ d, + (y + u A)’ d2. 
These relations imply that, for every b E Cl ‘, 
k(J;i;, $6) = 4,/%, ,/%A = k C,/& a, = k CA> ,/‘%-A 
hold, ktJ;iS, &ii, is a dihedral extension of degree 8 over Q(G), and 
when 4 f 1, k(fi, &I is a dihedral extension of degree 8 over 
Q(Ja WJ&) and is a quaternion extension of degree 8 over 
Q(Jd,d;-;i;) (see, e.g., [9]). Furthermore it follows from Kummer theory 
that, for some b E (-2, -1, 1, 2>, Q(,,&, A) is unramified over 
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Q(,/& ,I% ,/%J in th e narrow sense. It is now easy to verify f = t(&) 
(note that Gal(MfQ) zD, or rz(16, b) according as d3 = 1 or # 1). 
Remark.’ The algebraic integer lk of f depends on the choice of an 
integral solution (u, u, w, X, y, z) of (1). 
At any rate, for each biquadratic subfield k of K such that & is not 
abelian over Q, we have defined an algebraic integer k& whose square root 
is a primitive element of & over the genus field of k in the narrow sense. We 
therefore obtain the foliowing result from Theorem 1 and Corollary 3. 
THEOREM 3. Assume that n = 2 or 3, i.e., [K: CD] = 4 or 8. Then I? is 
obtained by adjoining & to R for all biquadratic fields k in K such that 
4x, A X/c) E flpoP MP) A mw. 
We conclude this paper with some examples illustrating Theorem 3. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let K = aS(J-3, fi). This is the example by Hasse [6] 
for which the Hasse norm principle does not hold. In particular, k is a 
quadratic extension over R 1 K. Since 
-3x2- 13y2= u2-13l?= -3.z2- w2#0 
has a solution u V, w, X, y, z) = (1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 2), we then have 
ljk= -1-2 k- -3. Hence, by Proposition 2, g = Q(fl, @, 
&cg= -3). This is the same field as the example of [8]. 
Example 4. Let K= Q(&, fi). This is the example by Tate [ ll] 
such that k is a quadratic extension over Sz = K. For the solution (u, u, w, 
x,y,z)=(2,0,9,0,2, 1)of 
13x2 - 17y* = u2 - 17V2 = 13z2 - w2 # 0, 
we have rK = - 9 - 2 ,/?. Therefore, k= Q(,,&, Jr’i, ,/m). 
EXAMPLE 5. Let K= Q(fi, fi, ,,6). Let g,, g,, and g, denote 
the generators of Gal(K/Q(,/?, fi)), Gal(K/Q(fi, a)), and 
GWVQ(,/% ,hh respectively. Then O(13) = (g,g,, g3), D(5) = 
<g,g3, g2h W) = <g2g3, g, >, and so 
A = MP) A W)),.,= (g,Ag,+g,Ag,,g,Ag,+82Agj). 
Therefore A = 2, dim,,A’ = 1, and it follows from Theorem 1 that 3Ek 
is a cjrclic group of order 2, i.e., [k: si] = 2. Moreover, since 
l((g:+gT) A (d+g:)) generates A’, we see that, for the subfield 
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k=Q(JE,&i3) of K, fi is not abelian over Q. By 13 .2* - 2.4’ = 
5( 6* - 2 .4’) = 5( 13 .l* - 3’), we have consequently 
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